This Q&A was captured by Diane, Thank you!

Stanley Pokras Pokras 04:47 PM 
@Dr Corrie - Are you watching the efforts of r3.0 in their effort to make their "blueprints" for business?

Dr. Corrie Voss 04:54 PM 
Hi Stanley-
No, can you share more info with me, please? Thank you

Kurt Krueger 04:57 PM 
Corrie, I’d love to talk with you about integrating the consciousness raising practices into education at all levels. I’ve been doing this since the 70’s in Los Angeles and on 5 continents. Call me or write, Kurt Krueger, 1+818-399-0771, SuccessSystemsInternational@gmail.com

Dr. Corrie Voss 05:11 PM 
Hi Kurt- lets connect through LinkedIn
https://www.linkedin.com/in/corrievoss/
Thank you!

Gregory Stebbins 04:58 PM 
Hi Corrie, from the r3.0.org web site:
r3.0 promotes Redesign for Resilience and Regeneration. As a global common good not-for-profit platform, r3.0 crowdsources open recommendations for necessary transformations across diverse fields and sectors, in response to the ecological and social collapses humanity is experiencing, in order to achieve a thriving, regenerative and distributive economy and society.

Dr. Corrie Voss 05:11 PM 
Hi Greg!
Love this! Thank you for sharing!

Stanley Pokras Pokras 05:00 PM 
My index to great stuff has this reference for r3.0. They have been part of Humanity Rising twice.
https://othernetworks.org/R3.0_%e2%80%93_Redesign_for_Resilience_and_Regeneration

Dr. Corrie Voss 05:12 PM 
thanks, Stanley!!

Dr. Carroy (Cuf) Ferguson 05:12 PM 
This is a very affirming conversation. As an African American, who grew up in the segregated South, I have been guided to ask certain questions about consciousness and synchronicity. It has led to one of my award-winning books, Evolving The Human Race Game: A Spiritual and Soul-Centered Perspective, and several other books. I’m currently working on a book called “Living in Synchronicity: A Prequel to Evolving the Human Race Games”. My connection to source interestingly guided me to become the first African American and first person of color to become president of the Association for Humanistic Psychology, and to remain either president or co-president since 2006. Just sharing.

Dr. Corrie Voss 05:27 PM 
I would love to learn more about this. Dr. Carroy- please contact me here: https://www.linkedin.com/in/corrievoss/

Kurt Krueger 05:13 PM 
Thank you. You rocked it and the Systems work is vital. Blessings abound when You’re around. :)

Dr. Corrie Voss 05:27 PM 
Blessings to you, too!

Kurt Krueger 05:16 PM 
Do you know of Living Values: The first two Values instructed are Love and Peace. All the other Values are generated from these.
Developing quality Character traits is vitally important for all levels of society. When will this be emphasized?
There is one program, http://LivingValues.net that has over 90% reduction in violence in a Thai Refugee Camp within 2 years! The woman who developed it then went to Johannesburg, RSA and designed a program for street people - similar results!
An awesomely effective PARENTING book is: Nurturing with Love and Wisdom, Disciplining with Peace and Respect by Diane Tillman.

Dr. Corrie Voss 05:29 PM 
These are GREAT resources, Kurt!!! Thanks for sharing

Clint Pickney 05:21 PM 
Will you please repeat the time for the collective love session

Dr. Corrie Voss 05:28 PM 
Hi Clint- it is going to be at 4p on Sundays in YOUR time zone. It is just getting started. We need to get you the info!

Crystal Steinberg 05:24 PM 
Can the panel address making art as a practice? It is a daily way I connect to source and brain scans show that the same areas of our brain light up while creting as do during prayer and meditation
This question has been answered live

Lorraine Aguilar 05:31 PM 
How doe Conscious Leadership differ from Mindful Leadership? Same or different movements?

Dr. Corrie Voss 05:34 PM 
Similar- but conscious leadership is mindfulness+
But we are all together in this!

Lorraine Aguilar 05:32 PM 
Is Joseph’s “U” model the same as Otto Scharmer’s Theory U?
